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A. Executive Summary 

Context 

About 50 to 100 million people in Pakistan suffer from poor power quality (scheduled & 

unscheduled outages, low voltage, etc.). Decentralized, medium-scale PV power can contribute 

cost-efficiently to alleviate some of these problems by feeding directly into the medium-voltage 

(MV) network, thereby improving the local losses and voltage situation. 

This study outlines the cost, benefits, challenges and scalability potential of installing such 

medium-scale PV plants within the MV network of Pakistan. For this purpose, a specific analysis 

based on distribution grid simulation software was done on one 11 kV feeder in Lahore, the 

Gohwindi feeder near Lahore Airport, with a total line length of 107 km and a maximum distance 

to substation of 28 km. 

Results 

Results of the feeder analysis include the following: 

 For the extreme case of maximum load (August daytime) on this specific feeder, 6.0 MW, 

the losses along the MV line are as high as 1.3 MW or 29%. By integration of 3x 1 MWp 

solar PV plants, these losses go down to 190 kW in this feeder or 4%. 

 At the same time, the maximum voltage drop (at the end of the line) decreased from more 

than 30% to less than 10% (10% being an acceptable voltage range for a country like 

Pakistan). 

 Across the whole year, the average differences are obviously less drastic. For the whole 

year, a loss reduction from 10% to 6.8% was calculated, representing a reduction of 

about 30%. Similarly, the hours where the line voltage drops below the 10% mark at the 

end of the line was reduced from approx. 2,000h to approx. 1,300h, i.e. a 35% reduction. 

 

Figure 1: Output Power for 4 seasons 
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The four-seasons-24h-chart shows the impact of decentralized solar PV feed-in: Solar output 

(yellow) plus avoided line losses (blue) contribute significantly to the demand (red), according 

to the season (typical days). Gray are transmission grid imports, white bars are solar export to 

transmission grid. 

Possible Implementation  

The team also looked at options to realize these decentralized PV plants in the specific feeder 

area near Lahore Airport. As free land is more difficult to avail here than in far-flung desert areas, 

options like using irrigation canals as area for PV are interesting to consider. For this feeder, the 

team identified an area where PV can be installed on top of a small canal, on the shores of a 

wider canal and on an unused land plot near Gohwindi village (3x 1MWp). 

A financial analysis was also done. Assuming a PPA price of 10.9 PKR per kWh (just below the 

typical basket purchase price for DISCOs), in investor IRR of 18% can be realized, based on an 

annual output of 4.7 GWh for the 3 MWp and an installation cost of 390mPKR.  

On the regulatory side, the opportunity window for these kinds of medium-scale plants still needs 

to be opened. This could happen e.g. through PPA arrangements between investors and the 

local DISCO. NEPRA should pave the way for this by allowing such arrangements, and the 

DISCOs need to assist investors by identifying suitable land. After all, the DISCOs benefit 

together with their consumers through better voltage levels during the day and less line losses. 

Going Forward 

The results of the study where shared and discussed in a stakeholder meeting at Lahore on 14th 

and 15th of November, 2019. Participants from different DISCOs, NEPRA, AEDB and other 

power sector entities appreciated the idea. It was agreed that further information is needed on 

the general situation of feeder lines across the country, and that it would be of benefit to install 

the simulated 3 MWp plant as a pilot project for further empirical identification of technical and 

administrational hurdles.  

Conclusion 

Deployment of decentralized PV power plants at the MV level of 1 to 5 MWp-scale can bring 

significant benefits in terms of voltage and line losses to overstressed distribution lines, which 

are numerous in Pakistan today. 

It would be very worthwhile that the Governments of Pakistan and Punjab, together with GIZ and 

AEDB, pursue the installation of a pilot plant at Gowhindi feeder near Lahore Airport for 

showcasing, real-world measurements and proofing possible ownership arrangements and 

compatibility with existing NEPRA regulations.  
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B. Introduction 

Despite significant investment in central power generation over the last years, Pakistani 

consumers still face power outages and low power quality (scheduled & unscheduled outages, 

low voltage, etc.). Poor power quality in terms of low voltage is especially severe toward the end 

of the distribution lines. Moreover, lines and transformers are often close to their maximum 

capacity; and replacement is normally slower than demand growth. Technical losses for 

distribution lines are sometimes as high as 25% for some feeders on some summer days.   

The situation will not improve with more central power generation and debottlenecking of the 

132-500kV grid, as the electricity has to be routed through the distribution (11kV) grid. The 

situation already leads to new connection applications being refused on such lines in some 

cases. Transformers are overloaded and losses very high.  In the future, the bottlenecks will 

widen with population growth and rising demand of the population. 

The DISCOs, responsible for keeping and upgrading the distribution grid, face severe profitability 

issues and cannot afford a major improvement of the 8,000 lines in the country. Pakistan itself 

is short of foreign reserves and needs to provide more electricity for productive use, especially 

in the countryside, to allow improved productivity and finally exports of goods, be it textile or 

agricultural produce. As the situation is better in the cities, people migrate to cities which leaves 

the land deprived of the higher potential youth and create even bigger cities which are difficult 

to control. 

Decentralized, medium-scale PV power can contribute cost-efficiently to alleviate some of these 

problems - and contribute to the power sector development in general. While utility-scale power 

plants, including large-scale solar, feed into the transmission (HV) grid and do not change the 

situation in the distribution (MV) network, decentralized PV of the lower MW-scale can feed 

directly into the MV  network, thereby improving the local losses and voltage situation. Thus, 

renewable energy can play a role in supporting the Pakistani distribution system until the 

conditions among national economy and DISCOs are such that the system can be generally 

overhauled. 

GIZ/PGREF, together with 8.2 Renewable Energy Experts, have conducted this feasibility study 

outlining the cost, benefits, challenges and scalability potential of installing such medium-scale 

PV plants within the MV network of Pakistan.  

For this purpose, a specific analysis based on distribution grid simulation software was done on 

one 11 kV feeder in Lahore, the Gohwindi feeder near Lahore Airport, with a total line length of 

107 km and a maximum distance to substation of 28 km. 
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The hourly load profile of the feeder (voltage, current) for a year, information on conductor lines 

and transformers and geographical position data were obtained from LESCO. Additionally, 

assumptions were made on load distribution and other minor parameters 
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Feeder Selection 

The distribution system of LESCO consist of consists of 879 feeders, totaling 20,914 km of 11KV 

and 3,694 km of 400V lines and 45,706 distribution transformers, making it the largest 

distribution area of the country in terms of served consumers and power (Source: LESCO 

Website). So, it was ideal for this study to work with LESCO and do the feasibility study and 

analysis on one of these feeder lines. Following are the criteria on which the feeder line was 

selected: - 

 Feeder has comparatively high losses and 

 Feeder lines cover long distances, so that effect of decentralized generation is 

significant. 

 The feeder ideally covers both urban and rural areas in order to be representative for 

both. 

 The lines should be in good condition and under acceptable maintenance by DISCO so 

that unscheduled outages are rare. 

 The area where the feeder is located should have some free land available to set up a 

PV power plant. The land should ideally be government-owned or canal area. 

Four feeders were shortlisted by LESCO based on the given criteria: 

 Barki 

 Gohwindi 

 Padhana 

 New Kot Abdulmalik 

Barki, Gohwindi and Padhana feeders are in Ghazi Substation whereas New Kot Abdulmalik 

feeder is located in Rustam Substation. Maximum distance of transmission line in Barki is 20 

km, Gohwindi is 28 km, Padhana is 26km and New Kot Abdulmalik is 5 km. Average losses for 

each feeder are: - 

 Barki – 45.8% including technical and commercial loss.  

 Gohwindi - 35.4% including technical and commercial loss.  

 Padana – 43.7% including technical and commercial loss.  

 New Kot Abdulmalik – 38% including technical and commercial loss. 
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Table 1: Feeder List 

Feeder Name 

Maximum 

Distance from 

Substation (km) 

Total 11kV 

Line Length 

(km) 

% Loss 

(Technical and 

Commercial) 

% Technical 

Loss 

Barki 20 72 45.8 39.7 

Gohwindi 28 108 35.4 27.6 

Padhana 26 85 43.7 35.9 

New Kot Abdulmalik 5 8 38 30 

 

Barki and Padhana feeder are extreme cases and very few feeder lines have such high losses 

all over Pakistan, making them less representative. New Kot Abdulmalik feeder is a very short 

feeder line compared to others; the high technical losses are actually surprising here. Gohwindi 

feeder has high losses and is, among the four, the most representative of the overall situation 

of the feeders of LESCO. The Gohwindi feeder also covers urban areas at the start and center 

and rural areas at the end of the line. Government land is available close to feeder lines and 

multiple canals are passing nearby the feeder lines. For these reasons, the Gohwindi feeder 

was chosen for the study. 

Transmission Line and Load Assessment 

Current Situation 

The 11kV transmission system of the Ghazi Substation is of the radial distribution system type, 

which means that different feeders radially leave the substation and connect to the primary sides 

of distribution transformers of the area. The 11kV lines branch off, similar to a tree, to reach the 

numerous distribution transformers, without forming any loops or interconnections with other 

feeders. 

This study focusses on one specific 11kV feeder coming out of the substation, namely the 

Gohwindi feeder. This feeder comprises a total length of 107.4 km of distribution lines with the 

longest distance from the substation to the end of a branch being 28 km. Three different type of 

ACSR (aluminium conductors steel reinforced) type lines are used: 100mm² (“Dog”, 32.8km), 

50mm² (“Rabbit”, 51.5km) and 25mm² (“Gopher”, 22.8km). The poles are either steel structure, 

tubular steel or pre-stressed concrete with a typical height of 36 feet.  There are total of 354 

distribution transformers with ratings of 10 to 630 kVA connected to the feeder, summing up to 

a total capacity of 15MVA. This grid gives power to rural and urban areas near Lahore Airport.  
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Figure 2: Ghowindi Feeder 

Load Analysis 2018/19 

Load data from the most recent year, i.e. November 2018 to October 2019, was analyzed. The 

average hourly total load demand of the feeder from April 2019 to October 2019 (high demand 

season) was between about 2 and 6 MW with a total energy demand of 13.2 GWh and an 

average hourly load of 3 MW. From November 2018 to March 2019 (low demand season), it 

was between 1 and 4 MW with a total energy demand of 6.5 GWh and an average hourly load 

of 1.5 MW. The load numbers here include the line losses, which means that the actual total 

consumer load was about 27% less. 

The demand over the course of a day and across the year is best visualized in a surface diagram, 

having the days of the year intersected with the hours of the day (see figure). The figure shows 

that the highest differences in demand are to be found between the different seasons, where 

especially in the month of July, August and September, the load is high (between 4 and 6 MW). 

It also shows the daytime differences, mostly with the highest consumption during the afternoon 

– which is a good match with solar PV which has its highest output during that time. 
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Identification of Available and Suitable Land: 

For large scale project land which is generally used is desert area or very remote area which is 

available and unused. But in distributed generation PV plant needs to be installed inside cities 

where distributed lines are running. So, finding such lands are nearly impossible especially in 

Punjab where most of the land is cultivated. For Gohwindi Feeder the consultants kept this 

hurdle in mind that’s why looked for the most suitable options which can be used e.g. areas like 

canal sideways, on top of the canal and unused areas. 

Gohwindi feeder lines are located in are of Lahore and a main canal called BRB canal passes 

in parallel to the feeder lines. Branches of canals also passes across the feeder lines so both 

main canal and a branch can be used to put up a plant. At the end of the feeder line there is a 

govt land available which is about 4 Acres. Big enough to accommodate appropriate plant for 

PV.  

Three different sites are shortlisted for PV plant having capability to install 1MWp at each site. 

 On the side of BRB canal (South oriented). 

 On top of the canal branch (East West Orientation). 

 Unused area at the end of feeder line (South Orientation). 

Figure 3: Demand Graph of Gohwindi Feeder 
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Figure 4: Google Earth Image of Feeder 

1MWp Along BRB Canal (South Ortiented)  

First site is propsed is alongside BRB canal. Canal itself is very wide approx 50m wide. So solar 

on top of the canal is not possible as structure for such large area is not feasible fianncially. BRB 

canal has concrete block alongside it and it can be used to install mounting structure on it. 

For 1MWp installation of solar panels, 1.2 km of canal will be used. The red arrow in the 

following image shows the proposed location. 

Figure 5: Canal View 
Figure 6:Canal View 
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Table 2: Area and Capacity Available 

Approximate Area Available 161,909 m² 

Approximate Area required for 1 MW 16,187m² (our case) 

Capacity to Install at Site 10 MW 

 

 

Figure 7: Solar PV Injection Point 

 

Figure 8: BRB Canal Bridge 

1MWp (East-West Oriented)  

Second site is proposed on top of the branch of canal. Canal is running at the second half of the 

feeder line. East-west setup is proposed because canal is running in east-west direction. 
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Figure 9: Solar PV injection Point 2 

 

Figure 10: Feeder Branch 

Table 3: Area Calculation and Land Available 

Approximate Area Available 7 Acres on top of canal 

PV Proposed 1 MW (our Caser) 

Capacity To Install At Site 1.3 MW 

1MWp on Land (South-Oriented)  

At the end of feeder line, government-owned land is available. This land can be used to install a 

PV plant on it. Most of the land contain bushes and some trees that can be removed.  
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Approx. 6 acres of land is available for the installation of PV. 

 

Figure 15: Site 3 

Figure 11: Land Site 

Figure 14:Land Site 

Figure 13: Land Site 

Figure 12: Land Site 
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Figure 16: Area of Site 3 

Table 4: Area Available and Capacity 

Approximate Area Available 6 Acres (Scarce Vegetation, Public Land) 

Approximate Area Required For 1 MW 4 Acres (Our Case) 

Capacity To Install At Site 1.5 MW 
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C. Load Flow Study 

Software Overview 

The load simulation was done by means of the software package OpenDSS, a distribution 

system simulation program developed by EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute, CA, USA) 

OpenDSS is an electric power distribution system simulator (DSS) designed to support 

distributed energy resource (DER) grid integration and grid modernization. It enables engineers 

to perform complex analyses using a flexible, customizable, and easy to use platform intended 

specifically to meet current and future distribution system challenges and provides a foundation 

for understanding and integrating new technologies and resources. 

OpenDSS models traditional and advanced distribution technologies, resources, assets, and 

controls. It was the first platform to include detailed energy storage and advanced inverter data 

and is instrumental in developing new distribution system analytics, such as the hosting capacity 

methods applied in EPRI’s distribution resource integration and value estimation (DRIVE) tool. 

Input Data From LESCO 

The following data was available from LESCO and could be used for the simulations:  

 the hourly load profile of the feeder for the whole year 2018/19 

 conductor type and length of all sections of the system 

 the height of the distribution poles 

 the rating of all distribution transformers 

 the geographical position of lines and transformers, represented by x,y coordinates. 

Following further data has been assumed: 

 Load distribution of total feeder load across the different distribution transformers: As no 

information was available on this, the load distribution has been assumed to be 

proportional to the rating, i.e. the according hourly feeder load has been divided to the 

transformers by their share of the total transformer capacity. This assumption is 

acceptable; even small differences would not affect the overall results too much. 

 For the line geometry, a typical conductor distance of 1.5 ft was assumed as the industry 

standard (which is needed for the simulation). 

 Voltage regulation in the substation was assumed to be present for regulating between 

11 and 11.5 kV, according to the load. This means that for higher loads, a voltage drop 

along the line is already anticipated and compensated by slightly increasing the starting 
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voltage. This is a common practice and commonly used across most substations in 

Pakistan (and the world). This assumption slightly diminishes the positive effect of 

decentralized PV solar, but should be considered in order to be realistic. 

 The power factor of the load has been assumed constant at 0.8 which was taken as the 

average from the readings of primary terminals of the distribution transformers.  

The acceptable voltage range on the 11kV side has been assumed to be +/- 10%, which is the 

applicable standard according to the Pakistani grid code; in other countries, this range is often 

even narrower, e.g. at +/-5%.  

At the same time, it is known that the voltage levels on the low voltage side of the distribution 

transformers sometimes fall far below 150V (against 220V nominal) which is very low and is 

harmful for the consumer’s equipment. However, it can be assumed that a significant part of 

these voltage losses occurs after the distribution transformer on the low voltage (LV) side. 

Consequently, the simulation of the current situation where these limits are undershot only at 

higher-than-average and peak-load conditions as shown in the next sections are assumed to be 

a good resemblance of the real situation. 

The maximum permissible currents of the conductors (per phase) have been taken from 

manufacturer datasheets and adjusted to the peak temperatures in the geographical area as: 

 Dog: 312A 

 Rabbit: 197A 

 Gopher: 130A 

These limits are maintained in all simulation cases, which means that the lines are not 

overloaded in terms of thermally maximum load flow. The simulation software simulates 

 the grid status (line loads in A for each line) and  

 corresponding voltage levels (in kV) as well as  

 total line losses (in MW), 

according to the present load numbers.  

For the simulation, three main cases have been analyzed: 

1. as-is, i.e. supply of all power through the substation / HV transmission grid (Case A), 

2. supply through substation and decentralized PV (Case B: 1MWp of PV, Case C: 3MWp 

of PV) 
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3. supply through substation, decentralized PV and battery storage (Case D: 3MWp of PV 

plus 3MWh of storage) 

Out of the data output from the simulation, two types of analysis have been elaborated for each 

of the different cases: 

 Static Analysis: For one specific time point and load situation, the impact on (punctual) 

line losses and voltage levels along the different line branches has been assessed. 

 Annual Analysis: As the simulation is easily been done for a 24h time period, the 

simulation across a full year is time-consuming with the given data and simulation tool. 

Therefore, for arriving at annual average values, typical 24h time periods have been 

simulated for 5 different months of the year. The results of these have been extrapolated 

in order to derive annual average and total values for line losses and voltage levels along 

the line.   

In the following, first the static analysis is presented for all cases; after that, the annual analysis 

is laid out. 

Case A Grid Only (Current Case) 

For comparison, the static analysis was done 3 different load levels: maximum load, minimum 

load and the average high-season or medium load  

Case A, Maximum Load (6 M) 

Here, the maximum feeder load of 6 MW is assumed to analyze the most extreme case of the 

year. Figure 17 shows the resulting line loading in geographic (GIS) depiction: The thick blue 

line coming out of Ghazi substation corresponds to bearing a large amount of load (6 MW in the 

beginning). The thinner lines are lines branching off from the main line, carrying much lower 

current levels.  

Figure 18 shows the per-unit (p.u.) voltages (relative to the nominal value, 1.00≙11kV), in 

relation to the distance from the substation. Two horizontal red lines at 0.90 p.u. and 1.10 p.u. 

mark the acceptable voltage range as discussed in the introduction.  

The high currents result in high voltage drops, which can be observed in Figure 18: The 

branches carrying less current branch off almost horizontally, as the voltage drops are much 

less there. Towards the end of the line, also the main line levels off as the current there gets 

less and less. The three different colors here depict the three different phases, where a certain 

imbalance can be seen; however, this is of minor relevance here.  
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It can be clearly seen that voltages at this maximum-load situation are well below the lower limit 

of allowable voltage for all places which are further than 5km away from the substation – which 

are all transformers in this case. As there are typically no voltage controls at distribution 

transformer level, this below-the-limit voltage on the 11kV MV side directly translates to a similar 

voltage drop on the 400V LV side, with the corresponding effects on consumer appliances. 

 

Figure 19 shows the GIS plot of line voltages: Green lines show voltage within limits and red 

lines show voltage below the lower limit (-10%). All lines after the 5km limit are below the lower 

permissible voltage levels in this case.  

 

Figure 19: Voltage in Feeder 

Figure 17: Power Flow Figure 18: Voltage profile 
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Table 5 shows the resulting load and loss values for this case: The total supplied power is about 

6 MW, while the accumulated consumer load power is 4.7 MW. The line losses are therefore 

1.3 MW or 29%. 

Table 5 Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 6050 kW 

Total Load Power 4702 kW 

Total Line Losses 1348 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 28.66% 

Case A, Average Summer Load (3 MW)  

Figure 20 shows the result of the situation at the average summer load situation: The total load 

(line thickness) is less than for the maximum-load scenario and the resulting voltages of about 

half of the lines are within the limits in this case – considering the voltage control to 1.04 at the 

substation.  

Figure 21: Power in Feeder Figure 20: Voltage Profile 
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Figure 22: Voltage in feeder 

Figure 22 shows the line voltage situation geographically: Here it can be observed, that in terms 

of transformers (=singular line ends), still more than half of the transformers suffer from low 

voltage in this case. 

Table 6 shows the resulting load and loss values for this case: The total supplied power is about 

3.1 MW, while the accumulated consumer load power is 2.8 MW. The line losses are therefore 

0.3 MW or 12%. 

Table 6: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 3081.9 kW 

Total Load Power 2758.8 kW 

Total Line Losses 323.1 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 11.71 % 
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Case A, Minimum Load (1.2 MW)  

Figure 23 shows the result of the situation at the minimum load situation: The total load (line 

thickness) is very little here from the start and the resulting voltages are within limits in this case 

along all of the line. Voltage control to 1.04 at the substation is also considered here, but not 

even necessary to maintain the lower limit.  

Figure 25 shows the line voltage situation geographically; all lines are within permissible voltage 

limits. 

 

Figure 25: Voltage Flow 

Table 7 shows the resulting load and loss values for this case: The total supplied power is about 

1.25 MW, while the accumulated consumer load power is 1.2 MW. The line losses are therefore 

0.05 MW or 4%. 

Figure 24: Power Flow Figure 23: Voltage Profile 
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Table 7: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 1255 kW 

Total Load Power 1211.2 kW 

Total Line Losses 43.7 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 3.61% 
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Case B: 1 MWp PV Power Plant 

Case B, Maximum Load (6 MW) 

Here, 1MWp of solar PV is assumed to be installed at the red arrow (towards end of the line) 

and considered for this simulation at its maximum output of 0.8 MW (i.e. around noon, while 

during 2 hours before and after that, the output would be similar, i.e. of 0.7 to 0.8 MW). This 

corresponds to the “village site” as described in chapter Error! Reference source not found.  

It is a common assumption that distributed power generation may create problems in distribution 

networks. Whilst this is true in certain cases, it is not the common case. The typical issues due 

to distributed generation, like voltage increase above acceptable limits or disturbance of grid 

regulation due to substantial changes in power generation, only appear when distributed 

generation provides a significant portion of the overall power generation. In fact, a single power 

generators in a feeder, as it is simulated here, can actually improve the power quality. 

In this case, the main line is still carrying significant current (about 5.2 MW instead of 6 MW 

without PV). Voltages are now improved, but only slightly: In the “grid-only” case, the voltage at 

the end of the line was below 0.70 p.u., while in this case, it is above 0.70 p.u. 

  

Figure 27: Voltage Profile Figure 26: Power Flow 
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Figure 28: Voltage Flow in Feeder 

Figure 28 shows the line voltage situation geographically; most lines are still outside of the 

permissible voltage limits. 

The effects on total numbers can be seen in table 8: The line losses are decreased from about 

1.35 to about 1.0 MW or 29 to 20.8% – which is also reflected in the “total power”, which is 

correspondingly reduced. 

Table 8: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 5682.2 kW 

Total Load Power 4704.5 kW 

Total Line Losses 978.3 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit  20.79% 
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Case B, Medium Load (3 MW) 

In the case of low load, the voltage and losses were already acceptable without PV. With 1MWp 

of PV, voltage levels are even more constant now across the line, but the positive effect is less 

significant than before. 

 

Figure 31: Voltage Flow in Feeder After PV Injection 

The effects on total numbers are shown in table 9: The line losses are decreased from about 44 

to about 12 kW or 3.6% to 1%, which is an improvement, but much less significant than for 

higher load situations.  

  

Figure 29: Voltage Profile Figure 30: Power Flow 
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Table 9: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 1223.3 kW 

Total Load Power 1211.2 kW 

Total Line Losses 12.1 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 1.00 % 

Case B, Minimum Load (1.2 MW) 

In the case of low load, the voltage and losses were already acceptable without PV. With 1MWp 

of PV, voltage levels are even more constant now across the line, but the positive effect is less 

significant than before. 

Figure 33: power Flow Figure 32: Voltage Profile 
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Figure 34: Voltage In Feeder 

The effects on total numbers are shown in table 10: The line losses are decreased from about 

44 to about 12 kW or 3.6% to 1%, which is an improvement, but much less significant than for 

higher load situations.  

Table 10: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 1223.3 kW 

Total Load Power 1211.2 kW 

Total Line Losses 12.1 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 1.00 % 
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Case C: 3 MWp PV Power Plant 

Case C, Maximum Load 6MW 

Here, 3x 1 MWp of solar PV are assumed to be installed at the red arrows, corresponding to the 

two canal sites and the village site as discussed in chapter Error! Reference source not found. 

. Output is again considered at its maximum for this simulation, meaning at around 3x 0.8 MW 

(i.e. around noon, while during 2 hours before and after that, the output would again be similar).  

This first simulation case again considers the maximum load of 6 MW. 

Compared to the 1 MWp PV case, the main line is now significantly alleviated of its burden and 

carries only about 3.6 MW instead of 6 MW without PV. Voltages are now drastically improved 

and maintained within their limits of above 0.9 p.u., while without PV, they dropped below 0.7 

p.u. at the line end. 

 

 

  

Figure 36: Voltage Profile Figure 35: Power Flow 
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Figure 37: Voltage in Feeder 

The effects on total numbers can be seen in table X: The line losses are decreased drastically 

from about 1.35 to about 0.2 MW or 29 to 4% – which is also reflected in the “total power”, which 

is correspondingly reduced from 6 MW to 5 MW. 

Table 11: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 4958.3 kW 

Total Load Power 4764.9 kW 

Total Line Losses 193.4 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 4.06 % 
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Case C, Average Load 3MW 

For 3 MWp of PV under the average load situation, the impact is similar to that of 1 MWp in 

terms of voltage: All lines are now within the limits; in this cases even more evenly than for 1 

MWp 

. 

 

Figure 40: voltage in Feeder 

The line losses for 3 MWp are decreased here even further, from the original 12% to 5% for the 

1 MWp PV scenario, down to 4% here. Losses are not decreased much more in this case, as 

the additional feed-in at the end of network branches brings about additional line loads at those 

regions, contributing to total losses as well 

Figure 39: Power Flow Figure 38: Popwer Profile 
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Table 12: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 3440.6 kW 

Total Load Power 3391.4 kW 

Total Line Losses 49.2 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 1.45 % 
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Case C, Minimum Load (1.25 MW) 

In the case of minimum load and maximum output of 3 MWp solar, the possible adverse effects 

of high decentralized feed-in can be observed: Due to the high feed-in toward the end of the 

line, the voltage levels are increased such that the voltage surpasses its upper limits in this case 

at some places. However, this assumes a static constant voltage regulation as the substation 

level; without this, the upper voltage level would not be surpassed. 

Even assuming this static voltage increase at substation level which cannot be changed, the 

voltage level can be adjusted by adjusting the output power factor of one PV plant to 0.95. This 

is a commonly known way of maintaining the voltage limits of lines where PV plants are 

connected which is used in many countries. Using this, the resulting voltage level can be brought 

back within the limits as can be seen in figure 41. This power factor adjustment can be 

programmed into standard inverters, such that this correction is automatically applied for higher 

output levels of solar PV.  

It should be noted that in this case, power is actually exported from this line through the 

substation into the next-level transmission grid.  

Compared to the 1 MWp case, line losses are actually now increased again from 1% to 4%. This 

is due to the relatively long distance between PV plants and substation which the exported power 

has to travel. However, losses are here applying to the locally generated PV power and not to 

power coming from distant power plants which already has suffered transmission losses on the 

way. 

 

  

Figure 42: Voltage Profile Figure 41: Power Flow 
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Table 13: Loss Calculation 

Loss Calculation 

Total Power 1390.7 kW 

Total Load Power 1259.6 kW 

Total Line Losses 131.1 kW 

Percentage Loss of Circuit 10.4 % 

 

Table 14: Comparison Table 

Load category Case Loss % 

Maximum Load 6MW Grid Only 28.66 

1MWp PV 20.79% 

3MWp PV 4.06% 

Medium Load 3MWp Grid Only 11.71% 

1MWp PV 6.04% 

3MWp PV 1.45% 

Minimum Load 1.2 MWp Grid Only 3.61% 

1MWp PV 1% 

3MWp PV 10.4% 

Figure 44: Voltage Profile After PV Injection Figure 43: Voltage Flow in Feeder 
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Case D: 3 MWp PV Power Plant and 3 MWh Battery Storage 

The solar plant can only support the line when the sun is shining. On all other times the line 

stays as before. Battery storage, however, can change that. During the day, the solar systems 

divert some production into battery banks. This stored energy can be released whenever it is 

needed, mostly in the late afternoons and evenings. Depending on the available storage, the 

line situation will be improved during the late afternoon and evening. This is why Case D 

considers both a solar plant and a battery bank. 

However, for the static analysis, the introduction of storage is actually not a drastically new case: 

Storage would be applied in such a way that it is charged during noon, thus decreasing the PV 

maximum output, and discharged during the afternoon or evening when the PV output 

decreases while load is still high, thus increasing the decentralized feed-in during those times. 

For example, the Case C (3 MWp) minimum load case would therefore be smoothened out a 

bit, while its benefits would be extended towards the evening hours. However, as this is not a 

new situation in terms of static simulation, it is not analysed in detail here, but only in the following 

chapter (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.). 
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24 Hours Simulation  

The last chapter presented the results of different static load cases, with and without PV power 

installed on the line. This answers the question of how the PV plant affects the losses and 

voltage along the line under a specific static scenario. However, it does relate to the daily load 

profile in the feeder and therefore doesn’t say anything about the change of voltage throughout 

the day. 

In order to address this, 24-hour simulations have been performed for different calendar days of 

the year. As load profile data was available from LESCO for a full year, and as typical solar 

irradiation is available from PV just for specific days of the year  and a specific location, it is 

possible to simulate the effect of a specific PV output for the specific day of the year. 

The following charts show the effect on the line voltage for five days different days of the year. 

For this analysis, the endpoint of the feeder line has been chosen which is 27 km away from the 

observation point. The effect on the voltage drops is the most extreme here, so effects can best 

be seen at this point. Obviously, for other points in that feeder line, the voltage drops in the 

original scenario would be less, according to the charts shown in the former chapter. 

The technical setup chosen here was 3 MWp of PV (Case C), and the storage case was 

assumed at additional 3 MWh of battery storage (Case D). The feeder line is the same as before 

with a maximum load demand of 6 MW (including losses). 

The red lines in the charts again show the upper and lower limit for acceptable voltage when 

assuming the 10% margin which is the standard in Pakistan. 

It can be seen how the installed PV plants drive up the voltage during the daytime hours of the 

day when compared to the original situation: for January, this increase in voltage makes no 

difference in terms surpassing the 10% margin - the voltage stays within the limits with or 

without PV. For April and October days, there is an improvement through solar as without solar, 

the voltage drops below the margin for a few moments during the day, and solar removes this 

problem. For July, the effect of solar is the strongest as voltage levels drop to very low numbers 

and solar helps to bring those levels back into the margin at least for a few hours around noon. 

Obviously, this is still not a satisfactory daily voltage profile, but again, the case in July is the 

most extreme of the year and the point at the end of line is the most extreme of the whole feeder. 

The storage was here simply applied in such a way that it would store power during the day (5 

hours) and release the power during the evening peak between 19:00 and 22:00 (3 hours). The 

effect on voltage during evening times is clearly seen. 

All in all, it can be said that the voltage level varies strongly throughout the hours of the day, and 

even more strongly throughout the different seasons of the year. For summer season where the 
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load is the highest due to air conditioning and other cooling, voltage levels at the end of the line 

reach worryingly low levels, and this situation is improved through PV plants the installation of 

PV along the line. However, the benefit on the voltage level is obviously only observed during 

the hours of sunshine.  

If storage is used, the benefit can be extended to afternoon or evening hours, but as analyzed 

in the financial chapter, storage is a rather expensive option and does not lean itself for a 

commercial case at the moment. 

Line-to-line voltages during the month of January are shown. All voltage levels are fine during 

January as the load is 1.2 MW only.  

 

Figure 45: Janruary Day 

For April, voltage levels are mostly within limits without PV and completely within limits with PV 

during the day. For night-time, short times of low voltages might occur (this is only a typical 

pattern, not the same for all days in April). 
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Figure 46: April Day 

For July, the situation is significantly improved during the day as it can be seen; however, solar 

doesn’t help for the voltage drops during the night (Case C). For storage (Case D), the 

improvement in low-voltage situation is extended and could be extended further with specific 

storage control. 

 
Figure 47: July Day 

Situation in August is similar to July, although even solar struggles here to keep voltage within 

limits at this end-of-the-line point. 
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Figure 48: August Day 

The profile in October is very similar to April. 

 
Figure 49: October Day 

Total year analysis 

Similarly to on the seasonal analysis above in the 24-hour simulation, aggregate numbers for 

the whole year have been simulated. As the software does not easily support this annual 

simulation, this calculation has been done on spreadsheet basis. Solar generation numbers in 

an hourly profile for a typical meteorological year were obtained from PVGIS data, and annual 
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load data in hourly resolution was obtained from LESCO. The relation between load situation, 

solar generation and line losses has been taken from the OpenDSS simulation and converted 

into a lookup table which can then be used in spreadsheet calculation. In this way, the 8,760 

hours of the year can be simulated and aggregate numbers for losses etc. can be obtained.  

The following table shows the total load flow figures and corresponding losses for the whole 

year, with and without the installation of PV. It can be seen that the losses are reduced from 

about 2,700 to about 1,900 MWh across the whole year for the 3 MWp case, which means a 

reduction of 3.7% (absolute) compared to an original 13.5%. This is a relative reduction in the 

losses of one third. 

Annual load flow figures and losses in MWh  

Table 15: Annual Load Flow Along Losse 

 No Solar 1 MWp 

Solar 

3 MWp Solar 3MWp Solar+3 

MWh Storage 

Total Load (MWh) 19,789.00  19,789.00   19,789.00   19,789.00  

Solar Export (MWh)   1,509.00   4,392.00   4,392.00  

Total Losses (MWh)  2,663.00   2,345.00   1,932.00   1,910.00  

Line Losses (%)  13.5%   11.9%   9.8%   9.7%  

Avoided losses (MWh)   318   731   753  

Reduction in Loss compared to 

Status Quo: 
 

 12%   27%   28%  

 

For comparison, the annual yield of the PV plant was 4,392 MWh in the case of 3 MWp. This 

means that the reduction in losses from 2,700 to 1,900 MWh is equal to about 10% of the PV 

plant output, so through the avoidance of losses, an additional benefit of 10% available energy 

is created. 

In order to estimate the impact on the number of hours where the voltage at the line drops below 

the 10% mark, the seasonal charts from above have been used as a basis and multiplied by the 

number of days for each approximate season. By using this seasonal approximation, it can be 

calculated that the hours where the lower voltage threshold is not maintained drops from about 

1,980 to about 675 for 3 MWp of solar PV and further down to about 450 hours per year for 3 

MWp of solar plus 3 MWh of storage.  
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This was again calculated for the very end of the line; for other parts of the line, total numbers 

would be less and percentage-wise reduction would be similar. 

Table 16: Annual Hours below the 10% Mark (at the end of line) 

 Hours below 10% mark voltage, 

annual 

Reduction in 

percent 

Status Quo (Grid) 1,980 h per year (23 %) - 

With 3MWp PV (Case C) 675 h per year (8%) -66% 

With 3 MWp PV + 3 MWh storage 

(Case D) 

450 h per year (5%) -77% 

 

The following chart shows typical demand and generation profiles for four different days of the 

year, that is beginning of January, April, July and October. Here it can be seen how the solar 

generation sometimes surpasses the demand at the feeder line during the fall and winter 

months, and how it fits in well with the demands in spring and summer. The loss reductions are 

also shown separately to the yield will and again it can be observed how this reduction of losses 

is a significant contribution of power to this feeder line. 

 
Figure 50: Simulation of Selected Days 
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Summary Load Flow Study 

Summary of Case Simulations 

The following table summarizes the findings from the different cases. 

Table 17: Summary Table 

 Low Load (~1 MW) Medium Load (3 MW) High Load (6MW) 

No PV Losses: 4% Losses: 12% Losses: 29% 

Voltage: Ok Voltage: Below limits Voltage: Well below 

limits 

Low PV (1 MWp) Losses: 1% Losses: 5% Losses: 21% 

Voltage: Ok Voltage: Within limits Voltage: Below limits 

Medium PV (3 

MWp) 

Losses: 4% Losses: 1% Losses: 3% 

Voltage: Ok; power 

factor control needed 

Voltage: Ok Voltage: Ok 

Summary of 24-hour and annual simulation 

Table 18: Summary of 24 Hours 

 Annual total 

No PV Losses: 13.5% 

Voltage hours below 10% mark: 1,980 (23%) 

Low PV (1 MWp) Losses: 11.9% 

Voltage hours below 10% mark: 675 (8%) 

Medium PV (3 MWp) Losses: 9.8% 

Voltage hours below 10% mark: 450 h per year (5%) 

Conclusion 

The results for a specific feeder obviously depend on the conditions of that feeder: Length, 

consumers, load pattern etc. As a rough rule of thumb, however, it can be concluded from the 

findings that: 
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 A decentralized PV feed-in of the approximate size of the average summer load 
(here: 3MW) brings significant improvements for an overloaded feeder - both for voltage 
ranges as well as line losses (during daytime when the sun is shining).  

 With decentralized PV feed-in of an approximate plant size of 33% of the average 
summer load (here: 1 MW) (which equals about 50% of the average total load of 
2.2MW), there are also significant benefits across the year, but high-load hours still 
lead to high losses and low voltages. 

 If the size is increased further beyond the first case (here: 3 MW), then the benefits 
do not increase significantly; but on the other side, voltage control becomes more and 
more essential to keep the resulting voltage below the upper limit during low and medium 
load. 

 The addition of battery storage to the system leads to additional benefits by shifting 
the voltage increase and loss reduction to later hours of the day (late afternoon, 
evening). However, as the storage, unlike the PV plant, does not produce electricity and 
only stores it, this additional benefit comes at a high cost which is not a commercial case. 

 The location of the PV feed-in needs to be carefully chosen: Feed-in at lines with 
low capacity (e.g. towards the end of lines) creates new bottlenecks and voltage surges. 

 For a suitable approach, it is therefore recommended to aim for a total PV plant size of 
the size of the average annual load of the specific feeder (here 2.2MW), located at 
1-3 locations along the feeder line, as close to the main line as possible. Lower sizes 
also bring benefits and make sense to be implemented if land or capital is a constraint. 
Storage is not recommended as it is not a commercial case. 

With data about the grid available, the impact of the distributed generation can always be 
simulated beforehand based on dedicated computer software and possible problems can be 
indicated. Furthermore, modern inverter technologies have protective functions integrated 
that counteract unwanted situations. 
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D. Financial Evaluation 

Introduction 

As the grid extensions are happening every day to cater the growing demand, new interventions 
need to be introduced to negate the newly arising problems. This study has proposed installation 
of PV system on 11kV line to stabilize voltage fluctuations, under-voltage problems in the grid 
and to reduce line losses.  
Whenever distributed generating units, such as solar PV in this case, are connected to the grid, 
the grid voltage increases. The generation unit acts like a negative load. In addition, a solar PV 
system can supply reactive power as well.  
There are various factors contributing to huge line losses in a 11-kV line: usage of various type 
of conductors, poor or no servicing, aging of line. This will result in inability of the installed 
capacities to meet the actual power demand. The area connected to the feeder will also face 
frequent accidental blackouts on the 11 kV sub-transmission lines & the 11 kV distribution lines. 
Also, with increasing power demand, the capacities of transformers of the existing substation 
will soon be below the required capacity. Thus, it has become of immense importance to 
introduce interventions in the form of solar PV plants. Figure 2 shows the demand graph of 
Gohwindi feeder which shows that the demand rises after 8 am resulting in increased losses. 
Considering, PV also starts producing electricity around 8 am, it is a good fit to counter the 
losses and to stabilize the voltage simultaneously.  
As per financial analysis, Case 3 MWp is the lowest solar PV case whereby the lowest cost/kWh  
are obtained by feeding solar produced energy into the line to stabilize voltage. This case along 
with other comparison cases will be discussed in detail in this chapter.  

Methodology  

The energy production simulation tool used for this analysis was developed by the 8.2 group 
since 2010. It is based on an hourly analysis for one year (8,760 hours). For every hour, input 
parameters for a specific site are determined such as ambient temperature, solar power output, 
line losses etc. and based on these parameters, secondary values are calculated such as hourly 
generation by the PV power plant, reduced losses etc. In this case, this tool has been used to 
calculate technical and financial results for the whole year including technical losses reduction, 
solar production and the levelized cost of electricity for different technical options of solar and 
battery sizing and type.   
With the help of the hourly simulations the Consultant was able to translate technical aspects of 
the project into a financial investment case which will help to facilitate the decision of execution 
of the project and build the basis for financing conversations. However, the financial model is 
built based on project assumptions and its validity obviously depends on how realistic these 
assumptions are.  
These assumptions, the input parameters, are uncertain until the time of financial close or even 
until the end of project lifetime as far as irradiation and plant performance is concerned. Hence, 
the decision to build and finance the project must be taken under some uncertainty.  

 In order to determine the optimal techno-economical setup, four different cases have 
been simulated and compared in detail: Case A: Grid only: This is the base case 
which is for reference. 
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 Case B: 1 MWp PV: This is the case with a moderately sized PV solar plant at one 
site along the feeder line. 

 Case C: 3 MWp PV: This is the case with a larger PV solar plant at three different 
sites along the feeder line. 

 Case D: 3 MWp PV with 3 MWh battery: This is the case with a larger PV solar plant 
at three different sites, combined with storage. 

Input parameters 

Main input parameters for the financial model are:  

 Expected estimated annual specific electricity yield of the solar power plant 
(kWh/kWp) given in MWh per year (based on site-specific solar irradiation); in the 
case of this model, these values are given as an hourly data set for the whole year. 
The data source is the renowned PVSyst/PVGIS data, which is based on 
meteorological data from many years of observation.   

 Investment costs or capital expenditure (CAPEX) (PKR/kWp and PKR/kWh for 
battery),  

 Annual operational expenditures (OPEX) (PKR/kWh), 
 Economic assumptions in general (e.g. Inflation rates, exchange rates etc.) and  
 Financing parameters (interest rate etc.).  
   

Output parameters 

As a result, the financial model derives the following decisions parameters:  

Net Present Value (NPV) of the project, a measure for the discounted cash flow. The NPV is a 
profit-based criterion which considers the profits of all future years discounted to present with a 
set discount factor. 

Return on Equity (ROI or IRR), a measure for capital efficiency. The ROI or IRR determines 
how much interest the invested equity is returning. However, it is not a measure for the 
profitability. 
Payback Period, a measure of risk for the bound equity. The faster the equity is returned, the 
less capital risk a project has. Assumptions 

Plant Assumptions 

Out of the four cases presented above, Case C is assumed to be the “Base Case”; the other 
cases are following the same assumptions. Crystalline module technology on a fixed mounted 
structure is assumed as the most economic and robust panel and structure setup. The system 
size is 2 MWp North-South ground-mounted and 1 MWp East-West on-canal parallel structure. 
The annual specific energy yield of the site-specific simulation run according to actual site 
coordinates is 1,489 kWh/kWp for North-South and 1,340 kWh/kWp for East-West, which 
corresponds to an initial capacity factor of 16.9% and 15.2% respectively. From long term 
industry and company experience, it is expected that the annual degradation of module 
efficiency will not exceed 0.3%. However, for the purpose of this financial model a conservative 
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value of 0.5% has been assumed. Even though solar power plants have a life expectation of 
over 30 years, in the financial model an operation period of 25 years is assumed. 

Revenue Assumptions 

The revenues reflect the revenue of exported solar power and the cost saved by reducing the 
line losses that were initially being incurred before the injection of the solar electricity into the 
line. The electricity value used for the export of solar power is PKR 11.8, the basket price at 
which a DISCO is taking electricity from the national grid in 2020. In order to reflect the inflation 
of electricity prices, the electricity tariff has been indexed at an estimated CPI of 6% per year. 
For the purpose of the financial analysis, the savings in losses have been valued with 11.8 PKR 
as well. 
The financial analysis is based on USD exchange rate at 1 USD for 160 PKR. The consultant 
assumes that the small currency risk of O&M cost is mitigated through indexation. Therefore, 
this model is assuming a fixed exchange rate of 160 PKR/ USD.  

For the calculation of a PPA rate for an investor, it has been assumed that the investor 
will not accept any IRR below 18%. Considering this as the targeted IRR, the resulting 
PPA rates have been calculated to meet this target and  have been used for this analysis. 

Financial Assumptions  

A debt-to-equity ratio of 75:25 has been assumed for the leveraged case. The cost of debt 
assumed to be 6% as per State bank regulations, the repayment is assumed to be a 12 years 
annuity. 

Investment cost (CAPEX)  

The investment cost or capital expenditure (CAPEX) includes the following: EPC remuneration, 
design, quality assurance and project management. The overall estimated project CAPEX 
amounts to 2,193,465 USD for the 3 MWp total installation. This value corresponds to a specific 
EPC contract price of 731 USD/kWp based on an installed nominal DC module capacity of 3 
MWp. The assumed cost of East/West structure is higher than North-South as high civil and 
installation cost will be incurred for constructing the structure over the canal.  
The following table shows the basic installation cost for fixed mounted systems of 3 MWp. This 
cost breakup has been made based on our relevant market experience. This cost doesn’t take 
into consideration the cost of land and financing. For the purpose of financial calculations, USD 
70/ kWp has been assumed as project development cost.  

The stated costs refer to standard field installations of crystalline technology and a typical local plant 
setup.Table 19: PV 2 MWp North South Ground-Mounted Cost Breakdown 

Sr. No. Cost Items 
Unit Price 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(USD) 

1 PV Module 390 Wp 14,976 76,826,880 480,168 

2 Mounting Structure 30,829 26,389,624 164,935 

3 Inverter 60 kW 624,000 17,472,000 109,200 
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4 
AC Combiner Box 4 in 
1 out 

160,000 1,280,000 8,000 

5 
PV Cable and 
Accessories e.g. MC4  

992,000 1,984,000 12,400 

6 AC Power Cable  1,120,000 2,240,000 14,000 

7 AC Power Cable  3,200,000 6,400,000 40,000 

8 LV Cable Accessories 800,000 1,600,000 10,000 

9 
LV Interconnection 
Cabinet 

1,531,200 3,062,400 19,140 

10 MV Cable 3,200,000 6,400,000 40,000 

11 MV Cabinet 4,000,000 24,000,000 150,000 

12 
MV Transformer 900 
kVA 

3,440,000 6,880,000 43,000 

13 Earthing System 1,984,000 3,968,000 24,800 

14 Design  1,120,000 2,240,000 14,000 

15 Project Management 640,000 1,280,000 8,000 

16 
Civil, installation and 
Commissioning 

13,760,000 27,520,000 172,000 

     209,542,904 1,309,643 
 

Table 20 PV 1 MWp East/West on Canal Cost Breakdown 

Sr. 
No. 

Cost Items 
Unit Price 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(USD) 

1 PV Module 390 Wp 14,976 38,413,440 240,084 

2 Mounting Structure 30,829 13,194,812 82,468 

3 Inverter 60 kW 624,000 8,736,000 54,600 

4 
AC Combiner Box 4 in 1 
out 

160,000 640,000 4,000 

5 
PV Cable and Accessories 
e.g MC4  

992,000 992,000 6,200 

6 AC Power Cable  1,120,000 1,120,000 7,000 

7 AC Power Cable  3,200,000 3,200,000 20,000 

8 LV Cable Accessories 800,000 800,000 5,000 

9 LV Interconnection Cabnet 1,531,200 1,531,200 9,570 

10 MV Cable 3,200,000 3,200,000 20,000 

11 MV Cabnet 4,000,000 12,000,000 75,000 

12 MV Transformer 900 kVA 3,440,000 3,440,000 21,500 

13 Earthing System 1,984,000 1,984,000 12,400 

14 Design  1,120,000 1,120,000 7,000 

15 Project Management 640,000 640,000 4,000 

16 
Civil, installation and 
Commissioning 

16,800,000 16,800,000 105,000 

      107,811,452 673,822 
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Table 21 Project Data of the 3 MWp Fixed Tilted Plant 

Project Data Unit  Value Comment 
System size (kWp) North-
South 

kWp 2,000  

System size (kWp) East-West kWp 1,000  
Specific production North-
South 

kWh/kWp/year 1450 As per simulation 

Specific production North-
South 

kWh/kWp/year 1,320 As per simulation 

Initial PR % 79% As per simulation 
Net Annual Energy MWh/a 4,256 As per simulation 
Initial Capacity Factor  16% As per simulation 

 
The additional cost for Battery is 400,000 USD/ MWh.  

Operational Cost (Opex) 

For Opex, following numbers have been assumed: 

Table 22: Assumed OPEX 

OPEX (PKR/annum) 

PV E/W 1 MWp   1,700,000  

PV South 2 MWp   3,400,000  

Battery 3 MWh   9,600,000  

 

Analysis 

Case A 

Case A is the grid only case, which is the reference before any intervention. For visualization,  
given below is the weekly electricity production profile for week 25 of an average year (averaged 
hourly values from 2012 to 2016). The red line shows the load requirement of the feeder. The 
grey region are the line losses, and the brown region is the electricity provided to the loads on 
this feeder through central power.   The average losses in this week are 12% of the load. 
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Figure 51 System simulation Grid only Week 25 

Case B 

In Case B, 1 MWp of PV solar power is installed at the feeder level which results in voltage 

improvements and reduction in line losses as analyzed in the earlier chapters. Given below is 

the weekly electricity production profile for week 25 of an average year profile.

 

Figure 52 System simulation 1 MWp PV Week 25 

The solar generation is shown in yellow and avoided line losses through the solar power injection 
(see earlier chapters) is shown in orange.  
In this scenario, the extra energy injected into the grid serves about 8% of the total annual load 
demand of which 6% is directly fed into the line and the remaining 2% is fed back into the grid.   
As a result, part of the load demand is now being served by solar power. Any surplus generation, 
such as toward the end of the 23/06 date, will be exported to the transmission grid via the 
substation. 
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Table 23 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case B 

Energy Results Units Average 

Size MWp 1 

Total Load served by Solar % 8 

Reduction in losses % 12 

Total Energy exported (Solar + reduction in loss) MWh 1,827 

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 3.76 

Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 9.0 
 

Financially, the DISCO can invest itself or a PPA arrangement with a 3rd party will be signed. In 
case of direct investment, the DISCO can use 100% equity (unleveraged) or is taking a loan 
(leveraged). The consultant assumes these options to be less preferred. 

In order to calculate the Net-present value of the total benefit to DESCO, the total savings over 
the project lifetime has been discounted at the rate of 10%. The resulting NPV reflects the 
advantage obtained by both solar production and reduction in losses. In case of a PPA, the 
required return on equity for the investor is assumed to be 18%. The PPA to be charged by IPPs 
is derived by using solar production only. LCOE for this case is PKR 9.5/kWh. 

Table 24: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 5.1 2.6 

IRR % 22.9% 45.2% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 5.1 2.6 
 

Financial evaluation Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % Inf 18.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 155,472 28,394 

Initial Rate PKR/kWh 8.96  
 

The PPA rate for an IPP investor investing into the 1 MWp installed solar power plant resulting 
in an 18% IRR on the equity is PKR 8.9 per kWh in the initial year as shown above. This will 
result in approximately PKR 2.9 saving per electricity unit produced for LESCO in the initial year 
as given in the tables below. As a result, the expected NPV for the DISCO becomes positive 
and the case financially viable.  
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Case C 

In Case C, 3 MWp solar energy is injected into the grid to stabilize the voltage and reduce line 
losses. In this scenario, the extra kWh energy injected into the grid, serves 20% of the total load. 
With maximum technical line losses curtailment of 27.5%, it is the most efficient case in terms 
of reduction in technical losses.  Given below is the weekly electricity production profile for Week 
25 of an average year between 2012 and 2016.  
The following graph shows that the total solar output of the system during Week 25. With more 
PV installed, line losses reductions have increased to 27.5% as shown by the orange region. 
Also, the 3MWp installed PV can serve a higher percentage of load. The installed DC capacity 
is enough to maximize loss curtailment at lowest possible cost with percentage of surplus energy 
produced in summer season shown by white bars which can be utilized as cost free1 capacity 
reserve if needed.  

 

 

Figure 53 System simulation 3 MWp PV Week 25 

Table 25 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case C 

Energy Results Units Annual Average 
Size MWp  3 
Total Load served by Solar % 20 
Reduction in losses % 27.5 
Total Energy exported (Solar + 
reduction in loss) 

MWh 4,713  

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 8.63 
Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 9.5 

 
The PPA for 3 MWp installed solar capacity is PKR 9.5/ kWh in the initial year which makes it 
per unit PKR 2.3 less than the grid price. For this calculation, IRR on equity is kept constant at 
18%. The cost of solar is slightly higher than in Case B because of slightly less output of the 

 
1 Cost free as the surplus energy is valued with 0 value 
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east-west oriented system. There were no economies of scale assumed for this case, which 
might in practice offset the slight disadvantage.  
In a lifetime comparison, the discounted LCOE for solar is PKR 10.736/ kWh. This is slightly 
higher than Case B (PKR 9.5/kWh). The resulting IRR on equity is 18.0%. 
In terms of cost-benefit analysis, with a minimal increase in cost of electricity production, the line 
losses curtailments can be increased from 12% to 27.5% which makes Case C financially more 
viable than Case B. The resulting NPV for leveraged case is PKR 0.458 Billion which is 2.42 
times greater than the leveraged value of Case B (1MWp installed solar). Given that higher 
investment is required for 3 MWp installation, the payback period of the project increases to 3.4 
years for leveraged case. This is a slight increase which is negligible given the benefits being 
generated from this set-up.  
The following table summarizes financial results of this scenario: 

Table 26: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback 
Year

s 
5.7 3.4 

IRR % 20.4% 37.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,860,312 444,686 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 358,848 85,838 
Initial Rate PKR/kWh 9.54   

Case D 

In the previous case, the installation of 3 MWp additional PV energy into the grid was analyzed. 
The effect is more than for 1 MWp, but it is still limited to the sunshine hours, and during the 
evening, there is no change to the original situation. Battery storage can change this and extend 
the hours of loss reduction and voltage improvement into the evening by storing energy during 
the day and releasing it during the evening – although at an additional cost. This case is 
analyzed here, in the form of a  battery energy storage systems (BESS). These BESS’s are 
relatively compact and easy to transport, so they do not encounter geographical restrictions as 
solar plants.   
For the 3 MWp PV solar system, a storage size of 3 MWh battery is used, meaning that it can 

store about one hour of full load output of the solar plant2. 

 
2 Actually slightly more than 1h of solar output, as the maximum output of a 3 MWp plant is about 2.6 MW at 

most. 
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The following graph shows that the total solar output of the system during an example week with 
battery installation. During peak-production time, some energy is utilized to charge the batteries, 
and, in the evening, it is discharged to have the voltage and line loss benefits. 

 

Figure 54 System Simulation 3 MWp PV with 3 MWh backup Week 25 

In life-time comparison, Case C is more attractive than Case D with lower discounted LCOE of 
10.1 PKR/kWh in comparison to significantly higher LCOE in case of additional battery which is 
18.9 PKR /kWh. At the same time, loss reductions only increase by 0.8% through the utilization 
of battery. This shows that in terms of cost-benefit analysis, the installation of PV without any 
battery backup is financially a much more feasible option as the cost of battery is high compared 
to its benefit (if used only for storing excess solar energy, line loss reduction and voltage 
improvement in the evening, as it is the analyzed case here).  

Table 27 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case D 

Energy Results Units Annual 
Average 

PV Size MWp  3 
Battery MWh 3 
Total Load served by Solar % 22 
Reduction in losses % 28.3 
Total Energy exported (Solar + 
reduction in loss) 

MWh       4,991  

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 8.88 
Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 16.1 

 

The initial investment for the batteries is extremely high; approximately PKR 19.2 Million (USD 
400,000/ MWh battery) would be required for the installation of a turn-key battery system. As a 
result of increased CAPEX for the given load, the payback period increases to 10.6 years due 
to high instalment payments for the leveraged case. Hence, installation of 3 MWh battery back-
up with 3 MWp PV installation is not recommended.  
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Table 28: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback 
Year

s 
5.7 3.4 

IRR % 20.4% 37.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,860,312 444,686 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged 
DISCO invest 

Paybac
k 

Year
s 

0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 
10% 
25y 

PKR
k 

358,848 85,838 

Initial 
Rate 

PKR/
kWh 

9.54   

CFinancial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged 
DISCO invest 

Payback Years 9.2 10.6 

IRR % 12.5% 17.1% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,482,384 200,316 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 66,383 133,933 
Initial Rate PKR/kWh 16.14   

C 

Summary of Results 

The following points can be observed: 
T Case B (1 MWp) shows the lowest required PPA rate (8.96 PKR/kWh),  the lowest payback 
rate (5.1 years, unleveraged) and an NPV for the DISCO of 155.5 million PKR. 
Case C (3 MWp) shows a slightly higher PPA rate (9.54 PKR/kWh) and a slightly higher payback 
time (5.7 years, unleveraged).  However, this case shows the highest overall savings with 358.9 
million PKR NPV for the DISCO as the amount of cheaper solar energy replacing energy from 
the grid is higher. 
Case D (3 MWp of solar + 3 MWh of storage) is not a financially viable case, as storage 
contributes little benefit to the purpose in this set up. 
The following table shows the output summary of these four different cases. 
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Table 29 Summary Result for all cases 

Results Table Units 1 MWp 3 MWp 
3 MWp + 
Battery 

PV South  MWp 1 2 2 

PV E/W  MWp 0 1 1 

Battery  MWh 0 0 3 

CAPEX PKRm 116 351 543 

Techn.Loss reductions  % 11.96 27.46 28.26 

Initial  GWh/a 1.8 4.7 5 

Load served by solar % 8 20 22 

PPA (Initial year) PKR/kWh 8.96 9.54 16.14 

NPV (25 yrs.) PKRm 155 359 66 

Initial year savings for LESCO  PKRm 4.8 11.2 -22.4 

LCOE  PKR/kWh 9.56 10.74 18.43 

Recommendation 

The financial analysis shows that it is financially viable for investors in such a PV power plant of 
1 to 3 MWp at a PPA rate of about 9.0 to 9.5 PKR/kWh. The 3 MWp has higher benefits in terms 
of avoided losses and should be realized, if sufficient capital and free land is available.  
Storage reduces line losses by 1% only and is not a commercial case for this purpose of line 
loss and voltage improvement.   
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E. Economic evaluation 

Low Voltages 

One of the main applications for electricity in rural Pakistan are pumps for irrigating the fields. 
Th pumps may be surface pumps in canal vicinity or submersible pumps in other areas. In an 
actual survey of the consultant on 50 farms the average overall efficiency of pumping systems 
(electric power to water supply) was measured at 45%. This compares to an industry benchmark 
for the efficiency of about 60%, which makes it clear that there is a significant scope for 
improvement in the energy-efficient use of pumps. To achieve these higher numbers, it is not 
necessary to go for expensive top-notch equipment, but low-tech local equipment needs to be 
avoided. Especially, the common practice of rewinding existing pumps leads to significantly 
lower-efficient pumps in the field. Associated O&M cost of motors and pumps are reportedly 
some 120.000 PRK/month. However, this rewinding practice is due largely to the damaging of 
motors through low voltages in the distribution lines. By resolving the too low voltages a 
replacement of pumps with higher efficient pumps can be carried out.  
A higher efficiency in in the pumping systems does not only mean potential savings for the 
farmers in the operational costs, but also savings for the Discos to provide the energy 
infrastructure for these pumps. In addition, the peak load requirement comes down as well which 
reduces the line losses according to the simulations by 5-7% in addition and thus further 
improves the voltage levels.  
Alternatively the existing line can take on new load, thus delaying infrastructure cost to de 
bottleneck the line. 
Table 30 shows the estimated cost and impact of the replacement of the pumps in the field 
through energy-efficient ones. If 25% of the current load would be used for pumping the net 
effect on the total cost of power, to the consumer, would be some 1.15 PKR/kWh. 
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Table 30: Comparison of Pumps 

Item Unit Actual case Efficient Case 
Pump efficiency % @ 45% @ 60% 
Runtime hrs/a 1800 1800 
Power kW 40 30 
Energy usage kWh/a 72,000 54,000 
Energy value PKR/kWh 12 12 
Energy cost PKR/a 864,000 648,000 
O&M, depreciation PKR/a 120,000 48,750 
Total cost PKR/a 984,000 696,750 
Savings PKR/a   287,250 
Savings PKR/kWh 3.99   
Savings of line losses PKR/kWh 0.60   
Total savings PKR/kWh 4.59   

Pump load % % 25%   

Total value PKR/kWh 1.15   

Other appliances 

For other   common home appliances 3rd party studies are used to assess  the effects of low 
voltage on the lifespan of these appliances.  

Home Appliances and their Lifespan 

Table 31: Home Appliances 

Sr. 
no. 

Appliance Average Lifespan 

1. Air Conditioner 09 years 
2. Washing Machine 10 years 
3. Microwave 09 years 
4. Refrigerator 13 years 
5. Freezer 13 years 
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Effects of Low voltage 

The above picture show the three stages of an electrical appliance/component’s life. In the first 
stage are high failure rates that corresponds to any built in faults in the appliance. The second 
stage is the period of reliability in which the appliance works under normal conditions. In the 
wear out stage the failure rate increases.  
It has been proven [6] that low voltage cause components to draw more power thus increasing 
the amount of current. Due to this increased amount of current the motors and other parts in the 
appliances get heated up and in worst cases can catch fire. 
For this reason low voltages reduce the time span of the middle stage of reliability and increases 
the share of the third stage thus reducing the lifespan of an electrical appliance. When an 
appliance is continuously run on low voltage its components age faster. Sometimes when 
voltage falls below the operating range, the appliance is even unable to start. 

Under Normal Conditions 

Table 32: Life Stages of an Electric Component 

Sr. 
no. 

Appliance Average 
Lifespan 

Infant 
Mortality 

Period of 
Reliability 

Third  
Stage 

1. Air Conditioner 09 years 1 year 5.6 years 2.4 
years 

2. Washing Machine 10 years 1 year 6.3 years 2.7 
years 

3. Microwave 09 years 1 year 5.6 years 2.4 
years 

4. Refrigerator 13 years 1 year 8.4 years 3.6 
years 

5. Freezer 13 years 1 year 8.4 years 3.6 
years 

Figure 55: Life Cycle of Component 
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Under Low Voltage 

Table 33: Under Low Voltages 

Sr. 
no. 

Appliance Average 
Lifespan 

Infant 
Mortality 

Period of 
Reliability 

Third  
Stage 

1. Air Conditioner 09 years 1 year 4.0 years 4.0 
years 

2. Washing Machine 10 years 1 year 4.5 years 4.5 
years 

3. Microwave 09 years 1 year 4.0  years 4.0  
years 

4. Refrigerator 13 years 1 year 6.0 years 6.0  
years 

5. Freezer 13 years 1 year 6.0  years 6.0  
years 

 
The comparison tables indicate a longer free fault life span for around 1.5-2 years for the 
household equipment. Out of 10 years overall lifetime low voltages could cause some 15% 
lifetime reduction, thus about 10-15% higher depreciation or maintenance cost of the equipment. 
However, it is impossible in the context of this assignment to assess the numbers and usage of 
such appliances and their average market prices. For this reason the consultant is using national 
average statistics of purchased household goods assuming an even distribution  on the 8000 
11 kV feeders. 

Local employment effect 

Local production of solar plants requires local O&M. The expected local O&M is estimated with 
1000 PKR/kWp/year. For a total of 3 MWp the longterm impetus on the local economy is 
expected to be about 3 million PKR or equivalent to 3 full time jobs and 3 security guards. This 
cost is embedded in the cost of electricity provided by the IPP. 
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F. Analysis of permitting and financing possibilities  

Administrational setup 

The technical setup has been discussed at length in this study. However, for such a project to 
move forward, the administrational setup also needs to be clarified. Such a decentralized solar 
power plant could either be owned and operated by an independent power producer (IPP), or it 
could be owned by the government or a governmental or semi-governmental entity, such as the 
DISCO which is operating the grid where the plant is installed. Hybrid setups also possible, for 
example the government could install such a plant and hand it over to an independent operator 
who operates on a fee basis, or output-based remuneration. 
For the first pilot plant, it would probably be difficult to bring in private investors directly. Here 
the government can pave the way by installing the first plant of this kind through an EPC, and, 
if proven successful, motivate the private sector to come in for the rollout. The operating 
company of such a pilot could then a private company, e.g. the same as the EPC contractor that 
has installed the plant. 
In terms of social sustainability, such a plant could also be handed over to the village community 
where it is located, e.g. through an association with a cooperative housing society as registered 
with the Social Welfare Department. In this case, however, it would need to be ensured that the 
operation and maintenance is still be done by a professional company which would be hired by 
the village community association. 

Transactional model 

In terms of the transactional setup of the generated electricity, there are two directly available 
options: 

1) IPP (Independent Power Producer) and PPA Agreement 

Within the IPP model, the plant operator enters into a PPA agreement with the respective 
DISCO. The IPP/PPA model means that the power will be sold to the DISCO directly at a fixed 
rate.  
The disadvantage of this approach is that it is necessary to apply to the national power authority 
NEPRA for a generation license, which comes with certain procedures and constraints and a 
certain timeline.  

2) Wheeling Model 

In this model, the power plant would export to the grid via the wheeling scheme, and the power 
would be purchased by a large consumer on the same grid, for example and industrial factory. 
The benefit of this approach is that the project can simply apply for wheeling and does not have 
to approach NEPRA for the generation license.  
 
In any case, the details of the technical setup also need to be discussed and confirmed with the 
applicable distribution company or grid operator. 
In the following, some more details are given on the two options in terms of current regulation. 

Generation License 

If a 3 MWp plant is to be commissioned at proposed site, a generation license from NEPRA is 
required through recommendation by AEDB. As according to NEPRA Rules on licensing, any 
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power plant owner can acquire a generation license fulfilling the criteria. For such purpose the 
location, size, technology, interconnection arrangements, technical limits, technical functional 
specifications and other details specific to the generation facilities shall be set out. The net 
capacity of the licensee’s generation facilities needs to be specified in a separate schedule to 
the generation license in the application submitted to NEPRA. If all technical criteria are met by 
the applicant, then the license granted. NEPRA and AEDB collectively or individually order a 
public hearing before the generation license grant to know the public interest and to know if 
there are any public concerns about the new incoming plants or not. This is not practiced all the 
time but NEPRA contains this right under the National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Tariff 
Standards and Procedure) Rules, 1998.  

Certain fees apply for the generation license, e.g. 160,000 PKR for a 3 MWp plant. 

Wheeling  

Wheeling may be availed by generation companies who are already connected with the 
DISCO’s distribution system or those who have yet to establish connection with the DISCO’s 
system. A non-refundable fee is to be paid to the DISCO and an application containing technical 
details needs to be filled (see National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Wheeling of Electric 
Power) Regulations, 2015). 
If the request is made to the DISCO for wheeling, then after submitting the required documents 
and fulfilling the criteria, the DISCO has to issue the distribution license within 10 days of 
application if no issue is observed. 

Financing Options 

 and financing regimes (SBP, maybe others) (Aitzaz, Gerwin): 
 SBP finance: 2%+x, tenor etc. 
 Banks’ finance offers currently in Pakistan…? 
 Any Islamic/golf country investor/fund? 
 International donors…? 
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G. Rollout Potential analysis including economic evaluation 

In order to make an assumption about the benefits of a possible rollout within Pakistan, it is 
essential to know the current status of feeders in the country, especially their length. However, 
this data was not available for the study. Only MEPCO from southern Punjab provided data 
which is presented in the following table. Based on the average length of the feeders, and overall 
estimate can be given of possible savings on line losses through the installation of decentralized 
solar. This obviously involves the assumption that the line capacity of these feeders would not 
be significantly better than for the analyzed feeder; according to conversations with MEPCO and 
considering that the analyzed feeder is close to Lahore city and would therefore be rather one 
of the better maintained ones, this assumption seems reasonable. 
As it can be seen in the following table, it is roughly estimated that 3 to 4% of the total load which 
is consumed within the area served by MEPCO could be completely avoided by eliminating line 
losses through the installation of decentralized solar on all feeders which exceed 50 or 100 
kilometers of length. Assuming 2 MW of solar based on the average peak load per feeder, and 
assuming that 250 to 500 feeders would be equipped with solar, this would lead to an 
approximate number of 500 to 1,000 MW of decentralized solar - a significant number, but 
manageable in terms of investment, and associated with a huge benefit in terms of reduced 
losses. 
In order to get more accurate estimates and for the whole of the country, more data is needed 
on the number of feeders and their conditions. 

Table 34: Feeder Lengths 

Feeder 
Length 

Number of Feeders 
of This Length In 
MEPCO Area 
(Southern Punjab) 

Estimated Loss Avoidance Through 
Setting Up of PV In That Feeder Of 
Size 100% Of Average Demand (In 
% of Total Consumption) 

Peak Load 
(MW) 

0-50km 96 Low  
50-100km 317 2-4%  

Above 100 km  208 4+%  

Total 621 3-4% 3.9 MW 
(Average) 

Gowhindi 
Feeder 

107.6 4% 6 MW 
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Summary of technical setup 

The detailed dimensioning has been made according to the site conditions and budgetary 
framework. The technical performance for the two sites according to simulations has been 
shown. The following table summarizes the design as it has been derived within this study. 

Table 35: Summary 

Parameter Design Value 

Power output (peak) 3 MWp 

Annual electricity yield (for first year)  4,602 MWh 

Mounting Structure Fixed tilt 15°/30° 

Configuration of Axis 
1 MWp South, 2 MWp East-
West 

Inverters String-type 

Type of Modules Poly crystalline 

Performance Ratio 76.78% 

Logging interval of all parameters 15 min  

Outlook 

One main disadvantage of solar power plants is that they only work during sunshine hours and 
can thus never cover an evening peak. So when there is no sunshine, the situation of the line 
will be as without the solar plant, including losses and low voltage. In order to extend the benefits 
of solar, there are two main options:  

 Battery storage: This has been analyzed within the study, but it is a relatively expensive 

option. However, this might change during the next years and make battery storage a viable 

addition to the solar systems. 

 For rural loads in Pakistan, a considerable share comes from pumping for irrigation 

purposes; this share can reach up to 80%, as it is the case in some areas of Baluchistan. 

Another important share is daily activity for motors, crushers etc. This load is relatively 

distinct and could be shifted to hours where electricity is available. Practically this could be 

incentivized with smart meters and distinct tariffs for daytime use. So smart incentives or 

through load management (if it can be agreed with the consumers) are other measures to 

make maximum use of the locally available and low-cost solar power. 

These two options could therefore be a catalyzer for deploying solar power as a means to 
improve the loss and what your situation on MV lines. 
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H. Seeking discussion and consent with stakeholders  

A stakeholder consultation workshop was held on the results of the line study discussed in this 
report at the Hospitality Inn Hotel, Lahore, on the 14th of November, 2019. The attendees of this 
stakeholder meeting were the stakeholders involved in the energy market of Pakistan including 
generation, transmission and distribution. Officials from DoE (Department of Energy) Sindh, DoE 
Punjab, NEPRA (regulation authority), AEDB (Alternative Energy Development Board), NTDC 
(transmission grid operator) and well as k-Electric, MEPCO, FESCO, IESCO and PESCO (all 
distribution utilities or DISCO’s) were present.  
The results of the study were presented to the audience, including technical and financial 
aspects. The details of the sample feeder in Lahore were given, and the simulation results 
including financial results were explained. 
The results of better end-of-line voltage and decrease in MV line losses were of much interest 
to the DISCOs and other stakeholders present. MEPCO requested to perform simulations for 
cases in their area which comprises of feeder with lengths of in some cases more than 100km 
and feeders which have more load at night than during the day. In general, it was agreed that 
further information is needed on the general situation of feeder lines across the country.  
The stakeholders encouraged the consultants and GIZ to pursue the project further, especially 
through the installation of a pilot plant at Gohwindi feeder for further empirical identification of 
technical and administrational hurdles. 

 

Figure 56: Participants 
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I. References 

On Chapter “Introduction 
As the grid extensions are happening every day to cater the growing demand, new interventions 
need to be introduced to negate the newly arising problems. This study has proposed installation 
of PV system on 11kV line to stabilize voltage fluctuations, under-voltage problems in the grid 
and to reduce line losses.  
Whenever distributed generating units, such as solar PV in this case, are connected to the grid, 
the grid voltage increases. The generation unit acts like a negative load. In addition, a solar PV 
system can supply reactive power as well.  
There are various factors contributing to huge line losses in a 11-kV line: usage of various type 
of conductors, poor or no servicing, aging of line. This will result in inability of the installed 
capacities to meet the actual power demand. The area connected to the feeder will also face 
frequent accidental blackouts on the 11 kV sub-transmission lines & the 11 kV distribution lines. 
Also, with increasing power demand, the capacities of transformers of the existing substation 
will soon be below the required capacity. Thus, it has become of immense importance to 
introduce interventions in the form of solar PV plants. Figure 2 shows the demand graph of 
Gohwindi feeder which shows that the demand rises after 8 am resulting in increased losses. 
Considering, PV also starts producing electricity around 8 am, it is a good fit to counter the 
losses and to stabilize the voltage simultaneously.  
As per financial analysis, Case 3 MWp is the lowest solar PV case whereby the lowest cost/kWh  
are obtained by feeding solar produced energy into the line to stabilize voltage. This case along 
with other comparison cases will be discussed in detail in this chapter.  

Methodology  

The energy production simulation tool used for this analysis was developed by the 8.2 group 
since 2010. It is based on an hourly analysis for one year (8,760 hours). For every hour, input 
parameters for a specific site are determined such as ambient temperature, solar power output, 
line losses etc. and based on these parameters, secondary values are calculated such as hourly 
generation by the PV power plant, reduced losses etc. In this case, this tool has been used to 
calculate technical and financial results for the whole year including technical losses reduction, 
solar production and the levelized cost of electricity for different technical options of solar and 
battery sizing and type.   
With the help of the hourly simulations the Consultant was able to translate technical aspects of 
the project into a financial investment case which will help to facilitate the decision of execution 
of the project and build the basis for financing conversations. However, the financial model is 
built based on project assumptions and its validity obviously depends on how realistic these 
assumptions are.  
These assumptions, the input parameters, are uncertain until the time of financial close or even 
until the end of project lifetime as far as irradiation and plant performance is concerned. Hence, 
the decision to build and finance the project must be taken under some uncertainty.  

 In order to determine the optimal techno-economical setup, four different cases have 
been simulated and compared in detail: Case A: Grid only: This is the base case 
which is for reference. 

 Case B: 1 MWp PV: This is the case with a moderately sized PV solar plant at one 
site along the feeder line. 
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 Case C: 3 MWp PV: This is the case with a larger PV solar plant at three different 
sites along the feeder line. 

 Case D: 3 MWp PV with 3 MWh battery: This is the case with a larger PV solar plant 
at three different sites, combined with storage. 

Input parameters 

Main input parameters for the financial model are:  

 Expected estimated annual specific electricity yield of the solar power plant 
(kWh/kWp) given in MWh per year (based on site-specific solar irradiation); in the 
case of this model, these values are given as an hourly data set for the whole year. 
The data source is the renowned PVSyst/PVGIS data, which is based on 
meteorological data from many years of observation.   

 Investment costs or capital expenditure (CAPEX) (PKR/kWp and PKR/kWh for 
battery),  

 Annual operational expenditures (OPEX) (PKR/kWh), 
 Economic assumptions in general (e.g. Inflation rates, exchange rates etc.) and  
 Financing parameters (interest rate etc.).  
   

Output parameters 

As a result, the financial model derives the following decisions parameters:  

Net Present Value (NPV) of the project, a measure for the discounted cash flow. The NPV is a 
profit-based criterion which considers the profits of all future years discounted to present with a 
set discount factor. 

Return on Equity (ROI or IRR), a measure for capital efficiency. The ROI or IRR determines 
how much interest the invested equity is returning. However, it is not a measure for the 
profitability. 
Payback Period, a measure of risk for the bound equity. The faster the equity is returned, the 
less capital risk a project has. Assumptions 

Plant Assumptions 

Out of the four cases presented above, Case C is assumed to be the “Base Case”; the other 
cases are following the same assumptions. Crystalline module technology on a fixed mounted 
structure is assumed as the most economic and robust panel and structure setup. The system 
size is 2 MWp North-South ground-mounted and 1 MWp East-West on-canal parallel structure. 
The annual specific energy yield of the site-specific simulation run according to actual site 
coordinates is 1,489 kWh/kWp for North-South and 1,340 kWh/kWp for East-West, which 
corresponds to an initial capacity factor of 16.9% and 15.2% respectively. From long term 
industry and company experience, it is expected that the annual degradation of module 
efficiency will not exceed 0.3%. However, for the purpose of this financial model a conservative 
value of 0.5% has been assumed. Even though solar power plants have a life expectation of 
over 30 years, in the financial model an operation period of 25 years is assumed. 
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Revenue Assumptions 

The revenues reflect the revenue of exported solar power and the cost saved by reducing the 
line losses that were initially being incurred before the injection of the solar electricity into the 
line. The electricity value used for the export of solar power is PKR 11.8, the basket price at 
which a DISCO is taking electricity from the national grid in 2020. In order to reflect the inflation 
of electricity prices, the electricity tariff has been indexed at an estimated CPI of 6% per year. 
For the purpose of the financial analysis, the savings in losses have been valued with 11.8 PKR 
as well. 
The financial analysis is based on USD exchange rate at 1 USD for 160 PKR. The consultant 
assumes that the small currency risk of O&M cost is mitigated through indexation. Therefore, 
this model is assuming a fixed exchange rate of 160 PKR/ USD.  

For the calculation of a PPA rate for an investor, it has been assumed that the investor 
will not accept any IRR below 18%. Considering this as the targeted IRR, the resulting 
PPA rates have been calculated to meet this target and  have been used for this analysis. 

Financial Assumptions  

A debt-to-equity ratio of 75:25 has been assumed for the leveraged case. The cost of debt 
assumed to be 6% as per State bank regulations, the repayment is assumed to be a 12 years 
annuity. 

Investment cost (CAPEX)  

The investment cost or capital expenditure (CAPEX) includes the following: EPC remuneration, 
design, quality assurance and project management. The overall estimated project CAPEX 
amounts to 2,193,465 USD for the 3 MWp total installation. This value corresponds to a specific 
EPC contract price of 731 USD/kWp based on an installed nominal DC module capacity of 3 
MWp. The assumed cost of East/West structure is higher than North-South as high civil and 
installation cost will be incurred for constructing the structure over the canal.  
The following table shows the basic installation cost for fixed mounted systems of 3 MWp. This 
cost breakup has been made based on our relevant market experience. This cost doesn’t take 
into consideration the cost of land and financing. For the purpose of financial calculations, USD 
70/ kWp has been assumed as project development cost.  

The stated costs refer to standard field installations of crystalline technology and a typical local plant 
setup.Table 19: PV 2 MWp North South Ground-Mounted Cost Breakdown 

Sr. No. Cost Items 
Unit Price 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(USD) 

1 PV Module 390 Wp 14,976 76,826,880 480,168 

2 Mounting Structure 30,829 26,389,624 164,935 

3 Inverter 60 kW 624,000 17,472,000 109,200 

4 
AC Combiner Box 4 in 
1 out 

160,000 1,280,000 8,000 
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5 
PV Cable and 
Accessories e.g. MC4  

992,000 1,984,000 12,400 

6 AC Power Cable  1,120,000 2,240,000 14,000 

7 AC Power Cable  3,200,000 6,400,000 40,000 

8 LV Cable Accessories 800,000 1,600,000 10,000 

9 
LV Interconnection 
Cabinet 

1,531,200 3,062,400 19,140 

10 MV Cable 3,200,000 6,400,000 40,000 

11 MV Cabinet 4,000,000 24,000,000 150,000 

12 
MV Transformer 900 
kVA 

3,440,000 6,880,000 43,000 

13 Earthing System 1,984,000 3,968,000 24,800 

14 Design  1,120,000 2,240,000 14,000 

15 Project Management 640,000 1,280,000 8,000 

16 
Civil, installation and 
Commissioning 

13,760,000 27,520,000 172,000 

     209,542,904 1,309,643 
 

Table 20 PV 1 MWp East/West on Canal Cost Breakdown 

Sr. 
No. 

Cost Items 
Unit Price 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(PKR) 

Total Cost 
(USD) 

1 PV Module 390 Wp 14,976 38,413,440 240,084 

2 Mounting Structure 30,829 13,194,812 82,468 

3 Inverter 60 kW 624,000 8,736,000 54,600 

4 
AC Combiner Box 4 in 1 
out 

160,000 640,000 4,000 

5 
PV Cable and Accessories 
e.g MC4  

992,000 992,000 6,200 

6 AC Power Cable  1,120,000 1,120,000 7,000 

7 AC Power Cable  3,200,000 3,200,000 20,000 

8 LV Cable Accessories 800,000 800,000 5,000 

9 LV Interconnection Cabnet 1,531,200 1,531,200 9,570 

10 MV Cable 3,200,000 3,200,000 20,000 

11 MV Cabnet 4,000,000 12,000,000 75,000 

12 MV Transformer 900 kVA 3,440,000 3,440,000 21,500 

13 Earthing System 1,984,000 1,984,000 12,400 

14 Design  1,120,000 1,120,000 7,000 

15 Project Management 640,000 640,000 4,000 

16 
Civil, installation and 
Commissioning 

16,800,000 16,800,000 105,000 

      107,811,452 673,822 
 

Table 21 Project Data of the 3 MWp Fixed Tilted Plant 

Project Data Unit  Value Comment 
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System size (kWp) North-
South 

kWp 2,000  

System size (kWp) East-West kWp 1,000  
Specific production North-
South 

kWh/kWp/year 1450 As per simulation 

Specific production North-
South 

kWh/kWp/year 1,320 As per simulation 

Initial PR % 79% As per simulation 
Net Annual Energy MWh/a 4,256 As per simulation 
Initial Capacity Factor  16% As per simulation 

 
The additional cost for Battery is 400,000 USD/ MWh.  

Operational Cost (Opex) 

For Opex, following numbers have been assumed: 

Table 22: Assumed OPEX 

OPEX (PKR/annum) 

PV E/W 1 MWp   1,700,000  

PV South 2 MWp   3,400,000  

Battery 3 MWh   9,600,000  

 

Analysis 

Case A 

Case A is the grid only case, which is the reference before any intervention. For visualization,  
given below is the weekly electricity production profile for week 25 of an average year (averaged 
hourly values from 2012 to 2016). The red line shows the load requirement of the feeder. The 
grey region are the line losses, and the brown region is the electricity provided to the loads on 
this feeder through central power.   The average losses in this week are 12% of the load. 
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Figure 51 System simulation Grid only Week 25 

Case B 

In Case B, 1 MWp of PV solar power is installed at the feeder level which results in voltage 

improvements and reduction in line losses as analyzed in the earlier chapters. Given below is 

the weekly electricity production profile for week 25 of an average year profile.

 

Figure 52 System simulation 1 MWp PV Week 25 

The solar generation is shown in yellow and avoided line losses through the solar power injection 
(see earlier chapters) is shown in orange.  
In this scenario, the extra energy injected into the grid serves about 8% of the total annual load 
demand of which 6% is directly fed into the line and the remaining 2% is fed back into the grid.   
As a result, part of the load demand is now being served by solar power. Any surplus generation, 
such as toward the end of the 23/06 date, will be exported to the transmission grid via the 
substation. 
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Table 23 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case B 

Energy Results Units Average 

Size MWp 1 

Total Load served by Solar % 8 

Reduction in losses % 12 

Total Energy exported (Solar + reduction in loss) MWh 1,827 

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 3.76 

Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 9.0 
 

Financially, the DISCO can invest itself or a PPA arrangement with a 3rd party will be signed. In 
case of direct investment, the DISCO can use 100% equity (unleveraged) or is taking a loan 
(leveraged). The consultant assumes these options to be less preferred. 

In order to calculate the Net-present value of the total benefit to DESCO, the total savings over 
the project lifetime has been discounted at the rate of 10%. The resulting NPV reflects the 
advantage obtained by both solar production and reduction in losses. In case of a PPA, the 
required return on equity for the investor is assumed to be 18%. The PPA to be charged by IPPs 
is derived by using solar production only. LCOE for this case is PKR 9.5/kWh. 

Table 24: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 5.1 2.6 

IRR % 22.9% 45.2% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 5.1 2.6 
 

Financial evaluation Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % Inf 18.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 155,472 28,394 

Initial Rate PKR/kWh 8.96  
 

The PPA rate for an IPP investor investing into the 1 MWp installed solar power plant resulting 
in an 18% IRR on the equity is PKR 8.9 per kWh in the initial year as shown above. This will 
result in approximately PKR 2.9 saving per electricity unit produced for LESCO in the initial year 
as given in the tables below. As a result, the expected NPV for the DISCO becomes positive 
and the case financially viable.  
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Case C 

In Case C, 3 MWp solar energy is injected into the grid to stabilize the voltage and reduce line 
losses. In this scenario, the extra kWh energy injected into the grid, serves 20% of the total load. 
With maximum technical line losses curtailment of 27.5%, it is the most efficient case in terms 
of reduction in technical losses.  Given below is the weekly electricity production profile for Week 
25 of an average year between 2012 and 2016.  
The following graph shows that the total solar output of the system during Week 25. With more 
PV installed, line losses reductions have increased to 27.5% as shown by the orange region. 
Also, the 3MWp installed PV can serve a higher percentage of load. The installed DC capacity 
is enough to maximize loss curtailment at lowest possible cost with percentage of surplus energy 
produced in summer season shown by white bars which can be utilized as cost free capacity 
reserve if needed.  

 

 

Figure 53 System simulation 3 MWp PV Week 25 

Table 25 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case C 

Energy Results Units Annual Average 
Size MWp  3 
Total Load served by Solar % 20 
Reduction in losses % 27.5 
Total Energy exported (Solar + 
reduction in loss) 

MWh 4,713  

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 8.63 
Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 9.5 

 
The PPA for 3 MWp installed solar capacity is PKR 9.5/ kWh in the initial year which makes it 
per unit PKR 2.3 less than the grid price. For this calculation, IRR on equity is kept constant at 
18%. The cost of solar is slightly higher than in Case B because of slightly less output of the 
east-west oriented system. There were no economies of scale assumed for this case, which 
might in practice offset the slight disadvantage.  
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In a lifetime comparison, the discounted LCOE for solar is PKR 10.736/ kWh. This is slightly 
higher than Case B (PKR 9.5/kWh). The resulting IRR on equity is 18.0%. 
In terms of cost-benefit analysis, with a minimal increase in cost of electricity production, the line 
losses curtailments can be increased from 12% to 27.5% which makes Case C financially more 
viable than Case B. The resulting NPV for leveraged case is PKR 0.458 Billion which is 2.42 
times greater than the leveraged value of Case B (1MWp installed solar). Given that higher 
investment is required for 3 MWp installation, the payback period of the project increases to 3.4 
years for leveraged case. This is a slight increase which is negligible given the benefits being 
generated from this set-up.  
The following table summarizes financial results of this scenario: 

Table 26: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback 
Year

s 
5.7 3.4 

IRR % 20.4% 37.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,860,312 444,686 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 358,848 85,838 
Initial Rate PKR/kWh 9.54   

Case D 

In the previous case, the installation of 3 MWp additional PV energy into the grid was analyzed. 
The effect is more than for 1 MWp, but it is still limited to the sunshine hours, and during the 
evening, there is no change to the original situation. Battery storage can change this and extend 
the hours of loss reduction and voltage improvement into the evening by storing energy during 
the day and releasing it during the evening – although at an additional cost. This case is 
analyzed here, in the form of a  battery energy storage systems (BESS). These BESS’s are 
relatively compact and easy to transport, so they do not encounter geographical restrictions as 
solar plants.   
For the 3 MWp PV solar system, a storage size of 3 MWh battery is used, meaning that it can 
store about one hour of full load output of the solar plant. 
The following graph shows that the total solar output of the system during an example week with 
battery installation. During peak-production time, some energy is utilized to charge the batteries, 
and, in the evening, it is discharged to have the voltage and line loss benefits. 
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Figure 54 System Simulation 3 MWp PV with 3 MWh backup Week 25 

In life-time comparison, Case C is more attractive than Case D with lower discounted LCOE of 
10.1 PKR/kWh in comparison to significantly higher LCOE in case of additional battery which is 
18.9 PKR /kWh. At the same time, loss reductions only increase by 0.8% through the utilization 
of battery. This shows that in terms of cost-benefit analysis, the installation of PV without any 
battery backup is financially a much more feasible option as the cost of battery is high compared 
to its benefit (if used only for storing excess solar energy, line loss reduction and voltage 
improvement in the evening, as it is the analyzed case here).  

Table 27 Average Financials 2012-2016 Case D 

Energy Results Units Annual 
Average 

PV Size MWp  3 
Battery MWh 3 
Total Load served by Solar % 22 
Reduction in losses % 28.3 
Total Energy exported (Solar + 
reduction in loss) 

MWh       4,991  

Savings from reduced line losses PKRm 8.88 
Rate of Electricity PKR/kWh 16.1 

 

The initial investment for the batteries is extremely high; approximately PKR 19.2 Million (USD 
400,000/ MWh battery) would be required for the installation of a turn-key battery system. As a 
result of increased CAPEX for the given load, the payback period increases to 10.6 years due 
to high instalment payments for the leveraged case. Hence, installation of 3 MWh battery back-
up with 3 MWp PV installation is not recommended.  
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Table 28: Cost Analysis 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback 
Year

s 
5.7 3.4 

IRR % 20.4% 37.0% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,860,312 444,686 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged 
DISCO invest 

Paybac
k 

Year
s 

0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 
10% 
25y 

PKR
k 

358,848 85,838 

Initial 
Rate 

PKR/
kWh 

9.54   

CFinancial evaluation 
Unleveraged DISCO 
invest 

Leveraged 
DISCO invest 

Payback Years 9.2 10.6 

IRR % 12.5% 17.1% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 2,482,384 200,316 
 

Financial evaluation 
Unleveraged 
DISCO invest 

Leveraged DISCO 
invest 

Payback Years 0 7.2 

IRR % inf 18% 

NPV 10% 25y PKRk 66,383 133,933 
Initial Rate PKR/kWh 16.14   

C 

Summary of Results 

The following points can be observed: 
T Case B (1 MWp) shows the lowest required PPA rate (8.96 PKR/kWh),  the lowest payback 
rate (5.1 years, unleveraged) and an NPV for the DISCO of 155.5 million PKR. 
Case C (3 MWp) shows a slightly higher PPA rate (9.54 PKR/kWh) and a slightly higher payback 
time (5.7 years, unleveraged).  However, this case shows the highest overall savings with 358.9 
million PKR NPV for the DISCO as the amount of cheaper solar energy replacing energy from 
the grid is higher. 
Case D (3 MWp of solar + 3 MWh of storage) is not a financially viable case, as storage 
contributes little benefit to the purpose in this set up. 
The following table shows the output summary of these four different cases. 
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Table 29 Summary Result for all cases 

Results Table Units 1 MWp 3 MWp 
3 MWp + 
Battery 

PV South  MWp 1 2 2 

PV E/W  MWp 0 1 1 

Battery  MWh 0 0 3 

CAPEX PKRm 116 351 543 

Techn.Loss reductions  % 11.96 27.46 28.26 

Initial  GWh/a 1.8 4.7 5 

Load served by solar % 8 20 22 

PPA (Initial year) PKR/kWh 8.96 9.54 16.14 

NPV (25 yrs.) PKRm 155 359 66 

Initial year savings for LESCO  PKRm 4.8 11.2 -22.4 

LCOE  PKR/kWh 9.56 10.74 18.43 

Recommendation 

The financial analysis shows that it is financially viable for investors in such a PV power plant of 
1 to 3 MWp at a PPA rate of about 9.0 to 9.5 PKR/kWh. The 3 MWp has higher benefits in terms 
of avoided losses and should be realized, if sufficient capital and free land is available.  
Storage reduces line losses by 1% only and is not a commercial case for this purpose of line 
loss and voltage improvement.   
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J. Economic evaluation 
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